FLASHLIGHTS
XEVISION PERSONAL LED FLASHLIGHTS
The compact LED flashlights
are so small that they fit in the
palm of a hand comfortably.
They are so bright, even
die-hard HID Xenon lighting
technology purists can not
resist.
Super-bright white light
from one small but powerful
LED
Our LED flashlights
feature the latest commercial
Cree LED 7090 XR-E, which
delivers unprecedented levels
of bright white light. The
legendary 7090 XR-E is tested
to the highest standards in the
LED industry. The white light generated is as cool as HID with around
4000ºK to 5000ºK. The current draw is quite small while the LED is very
efficient with a luminous flux of up to 100 lm min. @ 350 mA, and a
luminous efficacy up to 75 lumens/watt.
XeVision personal LED flashlight models - The compact LED
flashlights are so small that they fit in the palm of a hand comfortably.
They are so bright, even die-hard HID Xenon lighting technology purists
can not resist.
XV-C1C - Is their most compact LED flashlight using one long-lasting
3 VDC Lithium CR123A battery. The XV-C1C features six settings, 4
of them being output levels. This flexibility not only allows the user to
select the best compromise between brightness and runtime for any
given task but also has the ability to aid in an emergency. The XV-C1C
offers a remarkably compact size and is extremely solid and reliable with
its digitally regulated brightness. One 3 VDC CR123A Lithium battery
XV-C1C (Black).......................PN 13-05144....... $84.95
XV-C1C (Iridium).....................PN 13-05147....... $86.75
XV-C2C- Features six settings, 4 of them being output levels. This
flexibility not only allows the user to select the best compromise between
brightness and runtime for any given task but also has the ability to aid
in an emergency. The XV-C2C offers a remarkably compact size and is
extremely solid and reliable with its digitally regulated brightness. Two 3
VDC CR123A batteries (Lithium), not rechargeable.
XV-C2C (Black).......................PN 13-05145....... $89.95
XV-C2C (Iridium) ....................PN 13-05148....... $89.95
XV-C2A - Features six settings, 4 of them being output levels. This
flexibility not only allows the user to select the best compromise between
brightness and runtime for any given task but also has the ability to aid
in an emergency. The XV-C2A offers a compact size and is extremely
solid and reliable with its digitally regulated brightness. Two 1.5 VDC AA
(Alkaline, Lithium) or 1.2 V NiMH batteries.
XV-C2A (Black).......................PN 13-05146....... $87.95
XV-C2A (Iridium).....................PN 13-05149....... $89.95

ACCESSORIES

Model
WF-138C
Charger for
XeVision
XV-C2C

Description

Part No.

Price

Charger for a single or pair of overdischarge protected R-CR123A
13-05141 $47.95
rechargeable Li-Ion cells.
Comes with 2 R-CR123A cells.

WF-138 Just the charger - for the WF-123
Charger only combo package

The Aircraft Spruce LED pilots flashlight
comes with a lifetime guarantee. UltraBright light is provided with 12 energy
saving LED bulbs. Made of aircraft
aluminum, the flashlight casing is tough
and durable. Attractive presentation box
included. Size: 4-5/8" Long. Water and
Shock Resistant. Push Button Sealed Rubber Switch. Battery Included
P/N 13-06922..................$7.95

LARRY POWER LED WORK LIGHT
The Larry™ is BRIGHTER THAN EVER! Now, equipped
with C•O•B LED technology, the Larry™C outputs 170
lumens of intense light. The rotating magnetic clip gives
you convenient hands-free lighting by attaching to virtually
anything. The reinforced plastic body design is water and
impact-resistant, making this light basically indestructible.
Powered by 3 AAA batteries (included). Size: (H) 6.375” x
(W) 0.55” x (D) 1.25”. 0.1870 lbs.
P/N 13-18551..................$8.50

AVIATOR QUIQLITE PRO NIGHT FLIGHT LED
The New QuiqLitePro Blue or Red/White
L.E.D. configuration is designed for tactical and medical light applications without
having to hold a flashlight in your hands.
The first push of the On/Off button activates the Blue or Red L.E.D. at 10
lumens to help preserve your night vision
and keep your position concealed. The
Blue or Red light is also used by emergency medical providers for easy detection of body fluids. Pro is also
equipped with a ten lumen white L.E.D. for normal reading and writing
when the amount of light output is not a concern. Pro is equipped with
a 10 minute auto-off battery saving timer and continual Safety Strobe
for situations when you need to be seen. Pro now includes QuiqFlare
Red............................P/N 13-16433............$14.95
attachment!
Blue............................P/N 13-16444............$23.75

SUPERBRIGHT 9-LED FLASHLIGHT
Nine LEDs provide extremely bright illumination,
with a much more natural hue than incandescent
bulbs. LEDs are also very miserly on power
- one set of batteries can last for days of
continuous use. A unique cannister holds three
AAA batteries (included), yet allows a very short
length.
P/N 12-03744................$11.35

CSI QUATRO FOUR COLOR
UV LED FLASHLIGHT

1 Titanium 3 V CR123A battery. For
CR123A
the XV-C1C LED flashlight. Prevents
Single Cell
excessive discharge that can damage 13-05142 $1.95
Lithium
lithium cells and may lead to
Technology
catastrophic incidents.

2 Titanium CR123A batteries are carefully matched and form one single
CR123AX2
sealed unit, 3 V but double capacity).
Twin Cell
Used for the XV-C2C LED flashlight. 13-05143 $3.95
Lithium
Prevent excessive discharge that can
Batteries
damage lithium cells and may lead to
catastrophic incidents.

PILOT’S HANDY LANYARD LIGHT
This emergency light with a break-away neck lanyard
is great for use around any aircraft. Ideal for pre-flight
inspections after dark, providing you with a small,
powerful flashlight which you can simply hang around
your neck as you preflight the aircraft. Also makes the
perfect cockpit light in an emergency. Furnished with
blue-green and red lenses for night flying as well as
a standard clear lens. Includes lanyard & 1 AAA battery.
P/N 13-00571........... $19.95

MINI LED FLASHLIGHTS
Only 3.5 inches long.
NOT water resistant. DUAL Ultra-bright LEDs with lifetimes
of 100,000+ hours, never break, and provide
smoooth illumination. •Thumbwheel Brightness
Control • Energy Efficient -- Up to 320+ hours at the dimmest setting,
12+ hours at the brightest, from one 9V Alkaline. •Exclusive brightness
regulation circuitry -- keeps the LEDs shining bright as batteries age, • 9
Volt Battery & 20 inch neck strap included
White & Red...............P/N 13-04696............$32.80
Red & Green..............P/N 13-04697............$22.95
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The CSI QUATRO™, appropriately named,
incorporates 4 distinct light colors for many
different uses. Featuring a high-power 75
lumen White LED, 5 Green LED’s, 5 UV
LED’s, and a red laser pointer, this sleek
flashlight is water and impact-resistant.
Powered by 3 AAA batteries (included).
P/N 13-18174................ $22.50

13-05140 $21.95

ICR123 These ICR123 rechargeable 3 V batRecharge- teries used for the XV-C2V LED flash13-05139 $267.95
able Lithium light. Note that the standard CR123A
Batteries batteries must not be recharged!

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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